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A Web Application Exhibiting Parking Guidance
using Smart Sensor Networks
B. Sivakumar, B. Sai Srinivas, V. Ritvik Reddy
Abstract: Smart parking is the digital approach to the
modern-day parking problems. This project presents a new
approach to the parking problems in our country in which we use
ultrasonic sensors to detect the unoccupied places inside the
parking area. This data is frequently captured and updated onto
a real time cloud database. From that database we fetch the
details of the parking area and present it to the end customer in
the form of a web base application. This application will show the
end customer where are the unoccupied slots are located and the
path to that unoccupied space is presented onto the User
Interface so that the user can park his car in a very limited
amount of time.
Keywords: Smart parking System, Ultrasonic sensors, Cloud,
path display

I.

INTRODUCTION

Due to the huge increment with the quantity of newly
enlisted automobiles demonstrated unmistakably with the
insights gave by the Bureau of Road and Transport, more
than 2,75,000 vehicles in the year 2018, with 2,52,354 to be
the count in the year 2017 compared to 96,000 in the year
2007. This makes a drastic increase of 160.4% in the span of
10 years. This calls for a productive and smart parking
system to save time and effort for all the large institutions
like malls, colleges, companies, etc. Stopping issues are
normal in most significant urban areas. The restricted
accessibility to park one’s automobile brings about traffic
blockage, air contamination, and driver dissatisfaction. The
cost to park in public places nowadays is skyrocketing, with
the time taken to locate an unoccupied space in the parking
area makes it just more expensive. Moreover, the security
staff taking care of this parking have very little knowledge
about how to clear the gridlocks that occur inside the
parking lot. An effective way for parking management is
needed to ensure free-flowing traffic in the parking lot and
to save a lot of precious time. This is a method to ensure the
driver gets a parking space in the parking lot using
ultrasonic sensors to detect the vacant parking spaces and
the web application will guide the driver to the parking
space using a heuristic approach.
II.

LITERATURE SURVEY
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The previous system is not well known as over a few
decades back the vehicles were very less on the streets and
one had no problem in getting a vacant space for the
parking. During these times drivers had it simple, to park
their vehicles in a vacant space near the place they want to
go. These are the times when the population was less and
even less vehicles on the streets as the people could not
afford these vehicles and the fuel used. But now the vehicles
have increased tenfold and maintaining all these vehicles in
a cramped space like a parking lot is a tedious job. The
primary outlook of the system corresponds to the fact that
drivers are having a very hard time finding an unoccupied
place in the parking area. Loads of time with useful energy
gets wasted in just finding a simple unoccupied place in the
parking area. This thus builds more fuel consumption of the
automobile. Parking fare is increased due to lots of waiting,
leading to driver frustration and dissatisfaction. The present
system consisted of individuals coming to an institution with
vehicles asking the security for a vacancy, as they cannot be
aware of vacancies in the vast parking space. The individual
now relies on the fact that he gets a free parking space when
he enters, or else relies on the other security to guide the
way to his vacancy in the parking space. This may be
feasible if a few cars approach the institution, but the
situation in these times have changed. A large number of
vehicles approach the institution at the same time, handling
all of them is a tedious process. When the individual takes
the parking token his time for the parking gets started and if
the individual takes a lot of time just to park his vehicle than
spending his time in the institution his parking fare increases
considerably. The manpower directed to this is the security
staff which are there to direct the drivers to their parking
spaces, they are not optimal as they themselves do not know
where the vacant spaces are present in the parking space and
their directions may confuse the driver even more in finding
a parking space. This manpower used can be directed to
better work like safeguarding the institution or vehicle
protection, etc. The system consists of a lot of loopholes and
lagging and requires more time as it is done manually. Be
that as it may, this is the reality of the parking system in our
society and it needs to be changed to cope up with the
tremendous increase of vehicles on the road in these times.
The analysis of literature survey on the various ways to
approach the parking problems in various cities led to
diverse conclusions. Regarding the detection phase we can
conclude that different sensors can be utilized for the
identification of the unoccupied places within the parking
area IR Sensing Elements, Optical, Magnetic, etc. but one
that stands out is the Ultrasonic Sensor. This sensor is very
cheap as compared to other sensors and is readily available
in the market.
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It is easily programmable to calculate distances which can
be used to identify the unoccupied places within the parking
area. Coming towards display mechanism stated in the
above methodologies altogether have a very limited range to
the display provided to the user. The display system in the
above mostly consists of showing the user how many vacant
spaces are available in the parking lot using led lights. This
is not enough as the user still does not know where in the
parking lot these vacant spaces are located. An effective
display of the path should be given to the users so that they
can follow that path and reach their parking space swiftly.
III.

PROPOSED SYSTEM

A well-engineered apt Parking System is the digital
approach to deal with most of the parking issues present in
the institutions. Smart Parking Systems will have a largescale impact on a vast range of institutions. This parking
system that we are proposing is a wholesome, start to finish
arrangement that combines a system of sensors, present and
live portals with a powerful and reliable cloud-server
platform. Unendingly versatile, the excellence of our
framework lies in the easy to understand dashboard which
empowers clients to oversee and examine occasions and
data, just as enabling clients to distinguish slots and translate
information. The Smart Parking System offers a scope of
sensors to suit the necessities of various parking spaces.
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These powerful and adaptable gadgets screen parking areas
and transfer live status data to Cloud Database. The Smart
Park framework includes in-ground vehicle location sensors,
which are introduced per every slot and connected up to a
system of Wi-Fi which thus feed ongoing information into
our Cloud Database stage. When executed, talented
professionals can deal with the supporting needs of their
establishment utilizing the simple display that the Cloud
Database dashboard gives. The web interface of the parking
system can display real-time information around space
availability and car park capacity, as well as providing
directions to encourage traffic ﬂow.
The pathing which is specified in the web interface will
guide the user to their destination comfortably. This pathing
is one of the crucial components of any parking system as
the shortest path is calculated using a heuristic algorithm
and is exhibited onto the web application. The Web
utilization of SPS is a complex, incredible and imaginative
online help stage that accumulates and forms data. The
Smart Parking System is the key requirement to make
smarter and better cities for the future.
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Model diagrams

Figure 1:-Web Application Interface

Figure 2:-Slot Booking Through the Web Application

Figure 3:-Slot Booking gets reflected in the Hardware Component
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V.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The objective of this System is to be reliable and costeffective. With this idea the following the following results
are obtained and discussed below:
 The Ultrasonic sensors are more apt for this job
which discussed with the table below.
Table 1: - Comparison in between the Sensors
Parameters

IR Sensor

Ultrasonic
Sensor

Range

10 cm - 80 cm

2 cm – 10 cm

Beam - Width

75 Deg.

30 Deg.

Beam - Pattern

Narrow (Line)

Conical

Frequency

353 THz

40 KHz

Unit Cost

750 INR

130 INR

The Table 1 shows how a Ultrasonic sensor is more suitable
for the System because the range is small to that of the IR
Sensor which is quite large which occupies more space in
the parking lot which is left wasted and also no one should
be allowed in the large space because the object detection
will get triggered. This is not the case for the Ultra sonic
sensors with small range fitting for a parking slot in the
parking space and has a conical beam to detect within that
conical space rather than a narrow streamline wave.
Moreover, each unit cost for the sensors is significantly low
and therefore better component overall for this System
 Real Time tracking is shown with the help of
graphs for each slot to keep a track of all the
parking slots

Figure 4: - Graph to show tracking of the Slot 1 in the
Parking Space
The Figure 4 is a Graph which is made using ThingSpeak
which shows a detailed tracking of a parking slot with the
time at which the parking space was occupied and the time
at which it was left free. This helps to keep a track of each
slot and faults in the object detection system can be easily
monitored and rectified. This is quite handy because in ideal
scenarios it is quite difficult to track the faults in the System,
with this API it enables to repair the system easily
 The most effective way of Parking Technology
used is a Computer-View based Technology.
There are various types of Parking Technologies used and if
we conduct a survey of what all technologies are used at
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random, the Figure 5 displays what all Technologies for a
random 50 Parking Lots. This shows that Agent based is the
most popular with the GPS Based also with more count,
these forms of technologies are primitive and most generally
followed by the people. These are not accurate for the user
to get his parking space which takes a lot of time for finding
the parking space itself by asking the agents again and again
or finding the parking in their tiny GPS device.

Computer Vison Based is most reliable as it accurately
shows where the parking space is located and guides the
User to their parking space. This survey states that the
Computer Based is better perceived by the people as
Visually seeing their parking space is better than getting to
loop around for a parking space. A Web Application which
is easily available to all is one of the best views to show the
people their parking space and this web application is easily
scalable to handle multiple users at a time.
VI.

CONCLUSION

The entire base of any System is to be reliable and using
simple methodologies and the technologies available to all I
can say that this Smart Parking System is reliable and can be
implemented in any parking lot. The Prototype of this
project is working properly, and the output will be displayed
as shown in the above Figures. In this System, the slot
detection and updating of data is real time so the users get
their parking space as fast as possible. This System is also
highly secure with password protection on all your sessions
in the portal with regular check of the vacant slot detection
every 5 minutes. The data obtained gets stored in a real time
database, whose history can be used for further enhancing of
the System for that Parking Space. This proposed system we
designed a system which allows the end customer to find an
unoccupied place in the parking area, the path to that
unoccupied place is displayed to the user so that he can park
their car in minimal amount of time. This system can be
used in many places like offices, malls, townships, etc. The
vacant slot is detected first using ultrasonic sensors, and
then it gets passed to microcontroller which moves the data
to the cloud, from there it is captured and displayed in the
form of a web application.
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